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AUTOMATIC RECORDING UNIT

Frank A. Ross, 2451-2

ABSTRACT

The PT-750 is designed to be used in conjunction with a pro-
duction tester which requires automatic recording of test data. This
manual provides a source of procedures and reference material neces-
sary in automatic recording and in the use of the PT-750.

March 29, 1960
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LEGAL NOTICE
This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work.

Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on behalf
of the Commission:

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with re-
spect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained
in this report, or that the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process
disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages re-
sulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed
in this report.

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" includes
any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor,
to the extent that such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of
such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access to, any information
pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commission, or his employment
with such contractor.

Printed in USA. Price $ 0. 75 . Available from the Office of
Technical Services, Department of Commerce,

Washington 25, D. C.
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AUTOMATIC RECORDING UNIT

SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

Scope

'The PT-~'0 signed to be used in conjuncio wiJ. a production tes er
which requires automatic recording of test data. This manu l pro.ides a source
of procedures nd reference material necessary in automatic . recding ard n
the use of the 7T-730.

Applicable Publications

For technical details, see referenced drawing SK9(2551)9196.

Capability

The PT-750 is an automatic data recording unit which records test informa-
tion simultaneously on perforated paper tape and an IBM Input-Output Writer.
This typewritten information is used for i mediate evaluation of test results.

The perforated paper tape is employed by the IBM 705 computer group for
storage of the test information.

Physical Description and Facilities Required

The PT-750 (Figure 1) consists of an IBM Input-Output Writer, a Friden
Motorized Tape Punch, a passive code matrix, a component identification device,
and auxiliary equipment. This equipment, excluding the typewriter, is located
in an electrical relay equipment rack approximately 5 feet in height. The type-
writer is located on an extended arm cabinet, which has a work-writing top
approximately 30 inches in height. These cabinets are affixed permanently to-
gether and occupy approximately 6 square feet of floor space. The complete
assembly requires 115 VAC, 60 cycles, at 10 amps.
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SECTION II. THEORY OF OPERATION

Data

Interested Sandia groups have exerted considerable effort to standardize
both the recording medium and the information format used in the recording of
test data. As a result of this effort, the following tentative agreements have
been attained:

1. Perforated paper tape is the most feasible medium for recording test
data at production facilities.

2. The information format outlined in Appendix I is compatible with the
needs of the IBM 705 computer group and Sandia production agencies.

3. Paper tape equipment can be procured for punching any number up to 8
transversely spaced code holes. Since many Sandia organizations have equipment
for, and are using the ELECOM 120A (excess-3) code, it seems desirable that this
code be universally established throughout the Corporation. For further details
on this code, refer to Appendix II.

Test data are automatically recorded, primarily for two reasons:

1. To provide written test results by which the units can be evaluated
with respect to the established acceptance criteria.

2. To provide a permanent record of the unit's attributes in a form read-
ily usable by a data reduction center.

Functional Description

The PT-750 consists of 5 basic units (Figure 2).

1. IBM Input-Output Writer - This unit consists of an electrical type-
writer with provisions to produce electrical signals when a key is actuated and
provisions for operating the keys with an external signal.

2. Friden Motorized Tape Punch - The Friden Motorized Tape Punch, Model 2,
is designed for general applications involving the recording of information in
punched paper tape.

3. A Sola Model 28120, 48-volt, 4-amp, direct-current power supply.

4. A passive code matrix which converts a 10-line decimal code to a 6-
line binary coded decimal. For further details see Appendix II.

5. Component Identification Device - The component identification device
consists of selector switches used for selecting information that should be
added to the test results of each unit, such as: item, serial number, date, test
paragraph code, and lot number. The wipers of the selector switches are connected
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in sequence on a rotary stepping switch. Also, a rotary stepping switch is con-
nected to an input connector for test data. These switches when operated
perform functions which record the test information. The INPUT-OUTPUT switch
selects the mode of recording, INPUT being manual insertion of data and OUTPUT
being automatic recording of data from digital converters.

The aforementioned units combine to produce the desired result -- automatic
recording. When the INPUT-OUTPUT switch is in the INPUT position, manually typed
information can be recorded on perforated paper tape. In the OUTPUT position
the fixed data and/or test results are simultaneously recorded on the typewriter
and perforated paper tape. Depression of the PRINT switch actuates the fixed
data scanner, which programs the fixed data into the recording instruments. The
print command signal from the contiguous production tester energizes a relay,
which actuates the test data scanner. This scanner transfers the test results
to the recording instruments.

SECTION III. APPLICATIONS

Automatic Testing

The PT-750 is designed to eliminate repetitive design in automated testers.
The PT-750 can only be used in conjunction with another production tester which
requires automatic recording. An automatic tester must consist of at least five
basic systems:

1. Programmer - The programmer selects the tests to be made at a speci-
fied time of the test cycle.

2. Analog-to-Digital Converter or Converters - This converter can be any
medium of measuring equipment which defines a parameter in terms of numbers,
such as a digital voltmeter or time interval meter.

3. Recording and Storage - There are many methods of automatic recording
and storage that can be considered. Any one of these methods consists of a
storage and recording unit.

4. Visual Recording Unit - A visual recording unit is needed, to provide

immediate feedback of test results at the production facility.

5. Test Selectors - The test selectors constitute actual test circuitry.

Two of these basic systems are supplied in the PT-750 -- the recording and
storage, and the visual recording unit. To explain the inputs to the PT-750, a
simulated automatic tester (Figure 3) must be considered. The following refer-
ences pertain to such a tester. The programmer consists of two basic functions,
a sequence timer and a sequence selector. The sequence timer will establish the
repetitive test time of the over-all assembly, while the sequence selector, or
master selector, selects the test to be performed during the test cycle; or, to
be more explicit, it selects which of the multiple test selectors shall be used
at any particular time. The test selector consists of the actual test circuitry;
therefore, by selecting these selectors, actuation of the test circuitry can be
accomplished at a specified time. Usually, the same analog-to-digital converter
can be used to make more than one test; therefore, to enable transfer of this
converter between test circuitry, it is usually transferred by the sequence
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selector. The analog-to-digital converter translates the analog information to
digital information. This digital information is then supplied to the data-
recording unit.

The PT-750 (data-recording unit) can also be used in conjunction with a
semiautomatic production tester. That is, the production tester does not neces-
sarily have to be automatically programmed. The various test conditions can be
selected manually and the test parameters measured. Then the PT-750 can be used
to record these parameters by connecting the digital outputs of the analog-to-
digital converters to the test scanner. The data is then recorded by actuating
circuitry in the contiguous tester that initiates a print signal to the PT-750.

PT-750 Inputs

The PT-750 requires two necessary inputs; for technical details refer to
the Schematic, Panel 1, SK9(2551)14837 (Figure 4).

1. Print Command Signal - The print command signal must be a 24-volt DC
signal, 250 milliseconds in duration. The PT-750 is equipped with the necessary
circuitry to provide the print command signal when used in conjunction with a
multi-cam timer. If the following connections are made, the print signal will
be supplied to the PT-750: J303-75 to the normally closed contacts of one of
the cam-operated switches, J303-76 to the wiper, and J303-74 to the normally
open contact. As the wiper is making contact with the normally closed contact,
a 50-microfarad capacitor is charged to 48 volts; as the wiper is transferred to
the normally open contact, the capacitor is discharged, supplying the print
signal to the test programmer. The operating time of an analog converter varies;
therefore, null time must be considered. To insure that the print signal is not
received until the converter has nulled, a null indication should be connected
in series with the print signal circuitry. This null circuitry is usually pro-
vided as an internal function of the converter. If the print signal has not
been applied, it is deemed necessary that all tests be stopped until test results
have been recorded. As an indication that the test results have been recorded,
a 50-microfarad capacitor is charged through the contacts of the scanner and is
connected to J303-78. When a multi-cam timer is used, this circuitry can be
used to insure that the tester does not proceed to another test before the test
data have been recorded.

2. Test Information - As explained in Appendix I, the test information
must consist of seven characters, the two-character test identification and the
four-character test reading followed by a space. This information must be con-
nected to the test scanner, which is an automatic, electric, 6-deck, 10-position,
stepping switch with the wipers and contacts connected to J303. The circuitry
required to record the seven-character test information follows:

(a) The two-character alpha identification code should be connected
to the contacts in the first and second positions of the test
data scanner.

(b) The four-numerical-character test reading should be connected
to the contacts in the third, fourth, fifth and sixth positions
of the test data scanner.
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NOTES:

1. For general requirements, see DS(2551)53451.
2. Underlined designations indicate front panel, cable and connector markings.
3. Unless otherwise specified, resistance values are in ohms.
4. Information enclosed within dotted area is for maintenance and service use

only. For fabrication and other detailed information, see interconnecting
diagram M10012.
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(c) The contact in the seventh position should be connected to the
space character. Whenever a failure indication is desired, a
comma can be used in lieu of a space character.

(d) The remaining positions of the test data scanner are shorted
together and connected to J304B.

This resets the test data scanner to the OFF position. To facilitate chronolog-
ical recording of the test data, a carriage return is sometimes necessary. This
carriage return can be acquired by connecting the carriage return character to
the eighth position of the test data scanner. Also, when a complete test of a
unit is achieved, an end-of-record gap is recorded. This end-of-record gap is
designated as a color shift followed by a carriage return. Therefore, prior to
a carriage return, a color shift must be programmed into the last recording of
the test information. If this cannot be readily accomplished automatically, it
can be manually inserted into the record by using the input function.

The test data scanner can record data from six analog-to-digital converters
in sequence, although a print signal must be supplied for each recording. Only
one of the decks of the test data scanner was utilized in the foregoing discus-
sion. The wipers of the test data scanner must be connected to J303-73. If
only one deck of the scanner is used, a jumper between the wiper and J303-73
will suffice.

3. The PT-750 requires no input when the CID (Component Identification
Device) scanner is used. The CID scanner is used when the test information can
be recorded previous to the testing of a unit. The test information is selected
by the selector switches and recorded by actuating the PRINT switch. However,
in some cases, the test conditions make it impractical to record the test in-
formation before testing a unit. Whenever these cases arise, the CID scanner
cannot be used, and the serial information format (see Appendix I) should be
utilized. When using the "S" information format, the serial code must be re-
corded by using the test scanner. This can be accomplished by connecting the
serial code information to a deck of the test scanner and applying a print signal
(J303-74). This will require that two print signals be provided, one for the
test data and one for the serial code.

To insure that the PT-750 INPUT-OUTPUT switch is in the OUTPUT position
when test information is being recorded, provisions have been supplied so that
this switch must be in the OUTPUT position for continuity. Therefore, if the
START switch of the contiguous tester is connected in series, this tester would
not start testing. For the above circuitry, J303-80 and J303-82 must be used.
As an auxiliary connection, 48 volts DC are connected to J303-79.
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APPENDIX I

FORMAT OF R CORDED I NFORMAT ON

The foliowirng ormat was reque !_ , y he ; -M 7O5 data :Uic tin gy
order to stan ardiz: r trieval and opec.ionas. procedures Or r« rded inforlv-
tion. This mn accordance wth C-4:342(M) and is o o erence cnvy
SC-4342(M), Paper a< Format Compatib eW1._h ExistLinL IBM0 ish: c

be used as a des gn criteria. The reference r'at consis .iv JIwr - er:
types of in formavu.ir:

1. Header ;nFormation is composed of the flowing:

(a) Item Designation - The item designation consists of one char-
acter to indicate experimental (X); two characters For the
prefix (MC, SA); four characters for the number (if the number
is less than four, use a zero as a prefix); and one character
for the suffix (if none, leave space); which constituteQ an
eight-character designation.

(b) Manufacturer's Code - The manufacturer's code varies for
each manufacturer and is always a three-character designation.

(c) Numerical Index - The numerical index consists of seven
number characters and two characters for issue. When a
number or issue does not constitute the number of characters
prescribed, use a space prefix.

(d) Stock Number - The stock number designation consists of seven
number characters and a two-character suffix. In order to
complete the nine characters required, prefix the number with
spaces and the suffix with zeroes, when necessary. If no
suffix is listed, indicate by using zeroes.

(e) Test Specifications - This designation consists of a three-
character prefix, seven number characters, and a one-
character issue suffix. Precede the prefix and number
characters with spaces when necessary. If no issue is listed,
replace the issue characters with spaces.

14



(f) Purchase Order - Purchase Order designation consists of
eight characters, two for prefix, five numbers, and one

for suffix. If the prefix is less than two characters,
precede with a zero and precede the number with blanks if
it is less than five characters. If the issue is not
listed, replace the issue characters with spaces.

Figure 5 shows the format of the header information, while Figure 6 en-
dea- ors to explain the use of this format with a hypothetical case. It will be
no:.ed that, preceding this information, there is an "H," which is the code for
header information. Succeeding the header information, an end-of-record gap is
introduced solely for the convenience of the IBM 705.

2. Exponent Information - To provide the data reduction center with identi-
fication data for each reading. some type of designation had to be devised. It
was decided t:v the aforementioned Troup that a seven-character recording would be
sufficient Lhis seIen-cnharacter recording consists of a test identification
and a four-:haracter test reading followed by a space. The two-character test
identii.cat.ion consists c two alpha characters. Each test must have a different
code designation. The exponent information consists of a description of all test
inTormiation and the exponent of the test reading needed so as to use only four
cw.racters. It has also been requested that a comma be placed between each
descriptive field. Preceding entrance of exponent information, an "E" should
ne entered on the tape to identify this information.

The following is an example of an E (Exponent) Record:

(a) EMA3 Contact resistance pins E to F

(b) MB3 Contact resistance pins A to G.

(c) MCO Leakage in microamp pins E to F.

(d) MDO Leakage in microamp pins A to G.

The above record should be analyzed as follows:

(a) E - Designates exponent information.

(b) MA3 - Alpha character identification which identifies the
test data being recorded, and a numerical character which
indicates that a decimal should be placed between the first
and second significant figure.

(c) MB3 - Same identification as (b) above.

(d) MCO - Alpha character identification which identifies the
test data being recorded, and a numerical character which
indicates that a decimal should be placed following the
fourth significant figure. Since the decimal must be
placed two places to the left of the first significant
figure, the information must be designated in the descrip-
tion, such as microamps.

(e) MDO - Same identification as (d) above.

15
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3. Calibration Information - Some testers will require a calibration
chart; therefore, when needed, this information should be added to the tape,
always preceded by the alpha character "C," indicating this type of information.

4. Test Information - Test information should be added to the test records
of each unit for identification. This information is similar to the header in-
formation, but is not as complete. The test information consists of the
following:

(a) Test Record Code, which is always the alpha character "T."

(b) Item - Same as explained in Header Information.

(c) Serial Number - The serial number consists of six characters,
usually all numbers. If six characters are not used, prefix
with zeroes.

(d) Date Code - The date code consists of two characters, one
character for month and one for year. The following table
indicates alpha designation for month.

Alpha Month

A January
B February
C March
D April
E May
F June
G July
H August
I September
J October
K November
L December

(e) Test Paragraph Code - The test paragraph code is a two-
character alpha code. Agreements have been made on the
following:

1. For final assembly testing, the alpha character "A"
will precede the other alpha character, such as "AA."

2. For in-process testing, the alpha character "E" shall
precede the remaining alpha character, such as "EA."

3. For destructive testing, the alpha character "Z" shall
precede the remaining alpha character, such as "ZA."

The last alpha character shall be changed if a new or dupli-
cate test is performed on the item. Example: ZA destructive
test code for items tested under Step 1 of the third thermal
cycle. It should be noticed that these designations should be
explained in the Exponent Information.
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(f) Data Source - Data source is a one-character alpha designation
indicating the classification of the agency supplying the data.

(g) Lot Number - The lot number is a four-character designation
which should be prefixed with zero when necessary.

(h) Test Information - The test information consists of the two
alpha characters for test identification and four numerical
characters followed by a space.

For automatic recording on the typewriter, it is deemed necessary that
a carriage return be used so as to record the data in methodical fashion. This
carriage return is not transferred to the magnetic tape of the IBM 705. Color
shift followed by a carriage return is used to indicate an end-of-record gap on
the perforated paper tape and a slash on the IBM electric typewriter. When a
tape has been finished, a stop code and three spaces should be recorded so as to
stop the data reduction equipment; this is accomplished by a period and three
spaces on the typewriter. It is sometimes necessary that a complete test record
be discarded. This may be accomplished by inserting the alpha character "D" into
the record. The character D is identified by the IBM 705, and the complete test
record is discarded. It is also possible to make typing errors when the input
mode is being used; therefore, a delete code can be punched by actuating the
+ (plus) key. Also, to insure that the tape can be threaded on the data re-
duction equipment, 5 feet of blank tape should be placed on each end of the
tape. Figure 7 is a format of the test information, while Figure 8 endeavors
to explain the use of this format with a hypothetical case.

5. Serial Information ("S" Record)

The "S" record is used to associate the test data with its corresponding
serial number. This type of identification is needed when the test data for a
particular component cannot be recorded in sequence. The S record eliminates
subparagraphs a, b, c, d, e, f, and g, of paragraph 4 of the test information
record.

The S record consists of two types of information. The first, a seven-
character field which is used to identify the test data. This seven-character
field consists of two alpha characters and four numerical characters. The
alpha characters are identified in the exponent information as the serial number
identification code. The four numerical characters are used to associate the
S record with the test data for a particular unit, normally identified by the
test fixture position. The second type of information consists of the identi-
fying features of the unit; such as serial number, lot number, manufacturer's
code, date manufactured, and non-test data. Items such as date of test, tester
number, physical dimensions, and any type of information that needs to be
associated with the unit being tested, are considered non-test data. The non-
test data must be identified by a two-alpha code in the E record, and consist
of the seven-character code.

The serial number and date manufactured should consist of an eight-
character field and cannot be separated. The manufacturer's code is a combin-
ation of three alpha characters and the lot number of four alpha-numeric
characters. The maximum length of the S record is 5000 characters, and a color
shift must be punched as the final character.

18
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For clarification, an example of an S record follows: SAB0001--
SAF000481H9AB01--AC0060-AD0012-AB0002-000482--AC-0060-AD0012/

This record may be analyzed as follows:

(a) S record is denoted by the S preceding the record.

(b) Serial number code AB0001 identifies serial number 000481,
manufactured in September 1959, by SAF, as a part of lot
ABO1. The data AC and AD will be placed with the test
data in the output record of this serial number by the
IBM 705.

(c) Serial number code AB0002 identifies serial number 000482,
manufactured in September 1959, by SAF, as a part of
lot ABO1. The data AC and AD will be placed with the test
data of this serial number.

It will be noted that the manufacturer's code and lot number were re-
corded for AB0001 only.

(d) An end-of-record gap is designated by the color shift and
a carriage return.

It will also be noted that a negative is used in lieu of a delta, as refer-
enced in SC4342(M). A negative and a A(delta) convert to the same character in
the IBM 705 code.

20



APPENDIX II

ELECOM 120A CODE

The ELECOM 120A (excess 3) code is a 6-level binary coded decimal (with
weights reading from left to right, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1), plus 3; for example,
zero would be 000011 instead of 000000. Figure 9 shows the method of record-
ing the alpha characters and numerical characters, in addition to a few standard
recording punctuation marks.
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PERFORATED E LEC0mA
TAPE CHANNEL

CHANNEL NUMBER NUMBER
1 2 345 PUNCHED

Qo 0 24 A

o o o 0246-B

Oo 0 0 245-C

0 0 0 00 02456-D

0o O 23 -E

0 Oo O03r -F

00o 0 0 2:5 -- G

0 00oo0 0 2356-H

0 0 0 234-1
0o 0 o14 -- J

0 o0 0 0 146-K

0 0 0 0 145

00 0 00 1456-M

0 oO 13-N

000o c136-0
0 oO 0 \35 -P

0 0 0-0 0 1- Q
0 0 0 0 1 34-R

0 0 0 0 0 1246--
0 0 0 0 0 1245-7

000 c 0 00 12456-
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